
We’d love to discuss our RFID library solutions with 
your team. We can gladly set up a demonstration of our 
products at your premises, arrange a tour of our site, or a 
visit to one of our up and running RFID libraries.

1 300 731 991
enquiries@fetechgroup.com
www.fetechgroup.com

Manage your
collection



Live Scanning Wand

Conducting what should be the simple act of inventory management using outdated 
RFID devices is time-consuming, labor-intensive and offers plenty of scope to introduce 
human error. Our job is to change all of that…

Thanks to the FE Technologies Live Scanning Wand (LSW) you can connect live to your 
ILS and eliminate the IT Department from the process entirely. Perfect for making optimal 
use of your resources the smart way.



Power On and Go
Because everything is ready the moment 
you power it on, delegating key tasks to 
experienced team members and staff 
has never been easier. 

Live to ILS via Wi-Fi
Your new wand connects live to your ILS 
in real time via Wi-Fi. Not only does this 
make the process quicker and easier, it 
also makes it so much more accurate. 
Just what you want to hear when it’s time 
to work the smart way. 

Multiple Profiles
When sharing a device between 
branches the Live Scanning Wand’s 
multiple profiles remember key branch 
details. Want to move between branches? 
Take your kit with you and you’re ready the 
moment you power it on.

Live Integration with 
your ILS
The LSW connects live with your ILS 
allowing you to make changes to your 
database with ease, just the way you’ve 
always wanted to. 

Using your ILS Inventory 
System
Your new LSW also automatically updates 
the last seen date of any item so your 
inventory is always up to date and your 
patrons get more choice than ever before. 

Multiple Search Rules
Simultaneously search uploaded data 
from external systems to turn your wand 
into a powerful inventory device that 
never leaves anything to chance. 

In Stack Processing
Never move items to be processed again 
thanks to a simple approach that allows 
you to work smarter, not harder, like never 
before. 

18,000 items per hour
The LSW can scan up to 18,000 items an 
hour, greatly reducing the time required to 
complete repetitive inventory tasks while 
also improving accuracy. Please Note: 
RFID Accelerate requires the collection 
to be scanned at least once and the 
ILS responses must keep up to achieve 
these speeds.

8-hour battery life as 
standard
Perfect for working for an entire shift 
without any unwanted downtime. 

Ergonomic design
Attach the tablet to any trolley thanks to 
the integrated clamp and use the wand 
all day without hand or wrist fatigue 
because it weighs a mere 15 oz. Perfect 
for a smart set of tools that will never let 
you down. 
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